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Abstract:  

 

Since 1990’s, scientific activities in miniaturized robotics have grown and this field is now a well-

established and well-recognized part of the robotics. In the last ten years, industries in miniaturized robot-

ics have been launched all around the world based on the international know-how of academic research 

institutes. 

Scientific and technological challenges deal with (i) the automation and the improvement of autonomy of 

the current systems; (ii) the improvement of the precision and the capabilities of the systems; (iii) the new 

innovative robotic solutions for nanoscale manufacturing. The current identified markets are (i) the bio-

medical robots for in-vivo and in-vitro applications; (ii) the industrial robots for micro-assembly in the 

field of optical system, nanosensors, micromechanics; and ((iii) the scientific instrumentation in the field 

of small samples characterization, cell biology, micro/nano scale material testing, ultra-small probing, or 

nanofriction. 
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